Investing in essential
services in rural areas

UDUMA is an impact-driven enterprise improving
access to essential services in rural and remote
areas through an innovative business model
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medium-sized water networks in rural and
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Water – Energy nexus
Addressing the needs and aspirations of Africa’s rural
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Solutions for SMART water services
UDUMA provides different tools to facilitate O&M of rural
water equipment, including cashless revenue collection
systems, digital water quality testing solutions, soft- and
hardware for remote monitoring of water consumptions
and for infrastructure inventory and mapping purposes.

UDUMA services

Investing in UDUMA is investing in IMPACT
Through UDUMA services, hundreds of thousands
of people in traditionally disadvantaged regions can
finally benefit from clean drinking water and reliable
energy sources. UDUMA is the only organisation
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3. Local pump caretakers and mechanics are
recruited and receive on-the-job training.
4. The UDUMA mechanics guarantee a maximum
72h downtime of the equipment and do preventive
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7. Users pay for the water services by volume,
representing a fraction only of their income.

Impact investing

Transforming traditional distribution networks through
innovation and technology
The affermage contracts for public water services put UDUMA in
charge of a dense network of village water points. These are often
located in the most populated settlements, visited by the entire
population on a daily basis. The UDUMA model is capitalizing on
the potential offered by such public gathering spaces by aligning its
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Distribution network

A business model allowing private investors to venture
into rural Africa
UDUMA offers public and private parties the possibility

Different investment scenarios.

Rehabilitation and O&M of 4000 manual pumps
€10mln

Cumulated cash flow
Sales
OPEX
Net result

to invest in high-impact rural water and energy supply
projects in Africa – in exchange for an attractive return

€5mln

on investment. Preferred financing structures include
project equity (SPV), senior debt and grants.
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an affermage contract for manual pumps amounts up to

Realisation and O&M of 1000 solar pumps
Cumulated cash flow
Sales
OPEX
Net result

€4.000 per water point.
Operating costs. The majority of operating expenditure
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Total private capital invested (50%): €7,1 mln
Number of clients: 1,6 mln
Annual turnover: €3-4 mln
Positive cash balance achieved after: 6 years
15-year cumulated cash balance: €9,4 mln

-€5mln

water infrastructure managed by UDUMA. CAPEX for

is

A 15-year project for rehabilitation and O&M of 4.000
manual pumps with 50% public subsidy has an internal
rate of return of 15%. Total cost: €14,2 mln.

whom are paid a percentage of the sales. Other OPEX

A 10-year affermage contract for water and energy
services with 100% private investment in 1.000 new
solar powered pumps.
•
•
•
•

Total private capital invested: €5,9 mln
Number of clients: 400.000
Annual turnover: €3-3,6 mln
Ten-year cumulated treasury: €7 mln

-€5mln

stem from the cashless payment system and periodic
O&M of 40 small piped networks
Cumulated cash flow
Sales
OPEX
Net result

water quality analyses.
Revenue generation. The UDUMA model collects

€2,5mln
€2,0mln
€1,5mln

revenues directly from the end users of the water and

€1,0mln

energy services provided. Tariffs are set in agreement

€,5mln

with the contracting authorities and generally represent
annual turnover per water point is €800.

•
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Total private capital invested: zero
Number of clients: 300.000
Annual turnover: €500-750k
Net annual profit: €150-200k
15-year cumulated cash balance: €2,5mln
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less than 2% of households’ income. The average

A 15-year O&M contract for 40 small piped networks.

In order to achieve its expansion objective of servicing 5
million people by 2023, UDUMA is looking to raise a total
of €10 million in project finance in the coming years.

Business model

1. Summary
Sector: Water supply
Activity: Innovative rural water supply
services
Mission: Providing rural populations with a
sustainable access to safe drinking water,
at an affordable price. Water for life!
Established: 1988 (manufacturing of
pumping equipment)
Country: France
Geographical market: rural West-Africa
Legal structure: Odial Solutions owns
Uduma and Vergnet Hydro, both limited
companies.
Employees: 45
Development stage: Expansion

2. Financing structure Group
Turnover
2017
€8,2 mln

Net profit
2017
€377k

EBIT
2017
€806k

Debt /
Equity
0,5

5. Corporate Social Responsibility
Funding
needs
€40 mln

Funding needs are expressed as an overall total
needed for investing in different projects in 3-4
West-African countries.
Current type of funding: Debt

for the period 2018 to 2023. The holding
company of UDUMA, Odial Solutions, recently
embarked on an ambitious roadmap to integrate
the CSR in the operational processes of its
subsidiaries, following the 10 principles of the

Investment project: Help finance CAPEX for
first rehabilitation operations

United Nations Global Compact, to which it is a

Preferred financing: Project Equity (SPV),
debt

UDUMA’s daily concerns consist of meeting the

3. Impact
Impact opportunity: Providing safe drinking
water to hundreds of thousands of people on
the long term (for example, 560.000 people
during 15 years in Mali)

Current deployment: +100 000 pumps

Main SDGs addressed:

Target deployment: 5mln people serviced

Human right check: Independently assessed
by Geneva-based Waterpreneurs

Technology: Connected smart water
pumps, water-energy nexus, cashless
payment system, data treatment

CSR will be at the heart of UDUMA’s strategy

5. Local enabling environment
Key partners:
Private sector: Local installation companies
Public sector: Local government e.g. municipalities
and Ministry of Water International community e.g.
Dutch MFA, UNICEF
Civil society: International NGOs e.g. Akvo
Foundation and SNV
Local civil society e.g. trade unions, women’s’
groups

signatory.

water users’ needs, keeping employees and
partners committed, strengthening our reputation
and improving efficiency. Putting in place a CSR
strategy enables us to tackle these challenges.
The following domains will receive particular
attention:
Labour conditions: continuous investment in
capacity strengthening and well-being of the 1500
UDUMA field-staff
Good governance: a focus on enhancing
transparency of UDUMA operations and the rural
water sector in general, through open data.
Environment: encourage the development and
diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies
such as our manual pumps and solar-pumps.

Business summary

Delivering essential services to
deprived population attracts interested
parties from across the globe
UDUMA expands its business supported by a diversified network
of financial partners, sector expert organizations and public
authorities. Together, we can contribute to a world in which rural
António Guterres

populations have access to essential services and can aspire to
sustainable local development.

Secretary-General of the United Nations

Partners

UDUMA S.A.S.
UDUMA is a subsidiary of
Odial
Solutions,
which
traditionally manufactures and
installs its Vergnet-Hydro
manual pumps, known for their
quality and durability. Over
100.000 Vergnet-Hydro pumps
have been sold worldwide
through a network of thirty
subsidiaries and partners.
Odial Solutions is mainly stock
owned by Demeter partners,
Sofimac partners, Nass &
Wind, BPI, CFL and the Odial
employees.
Under the banner of UDUMA,
Odial is now venturing into
operation and maintenance of
these water infrastructures.
UDUMA S.A.S. is a simplified
joint-stock company registered
in 2015 under French law and
wholly owned
by
Odial
Solutions. The latter employs
45 people and has an annual
average turnover of €10 mln
with solid EBIT margins.

Current UDUMA projects
Mali – 1400 manual pumps in the
region of Sikasso (started 2017)
Burkina Faso – 200 manual
pumps and 2 small piped water
networks in the Central region
and South-West Cascade region
(started 2015)

Partnerships

“Prospects for delivering essential services in Africa’s rural areas
are infinite. Tapping into this underserviced market means
addressing 650 million potential clients and contributing to real
human development. Over 1 million hand pumps across Africa are
waiting to be regularly maintenanced… at least as many villages
aspire to obtaining stable energy sources and internet
connexions. What’s next?”

